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TOKENMICS

Total supply > 10,000,000

PRESALE 32%

CEX 8%

EARLY INVESTORS 8%

TEAM 12%

MARKETING 12%

LIQUIDITY 19%

AIRDROP 9%

What to no about BitFinance

Welcome to our decentralized cryptocurrency exchange! We are an innovative platform that

enables cryptocurrency trading without intermediaries.

Key Features:

1. Decentralization: We eliminate intermediaries, allowing users to trade directly. Your

funds remain under your full control.

2. Security Benefits: We prioritize security. Our funds are held in smart contracts,

ensuring reliability and transparency.

3. Diverse Cryptocurrency Selection: We offer a wide range of cryptocurrency pairs for

trading, enabling users to diversify their portfolios.



4. Token Pre-sale: Right now, you have a unique opportunity to participate in our token

pre-sale and become one of the first owners of our tokens, potentially bringing you future

benefits.

ROAD MAP

(kitten Stage🐸)

> PHASE - 1

- Launch website

- Begin development of Bitfinance (BFTX) Staking

- Official Social Media Creation

- Release the whitepaper

(Junior Stage🐸)

> PHASE - 2

- Presale on Pinksale

- Launch on gradient uniswap

- Token Holder NFT mint

- Tier 1 CEX listing

- Tier 2 CMC & CG

(Adult Stage🐸)



> PHASE - 3

- Hire additional team members and advisors to strengthen development and marketing

efforts

- Bitfinance (BFTX) Staking Launch

- Increase social awareness

- +4000 holders

- Tier 1/2 CEX listings

- Increased Liquidity Pools

- Start Multichain

(Mature Stage🐸)

> PHASE - 4

- Gather feedback and make necessary improvements to BFP utilities

- Execute a global marketing campaign

- Tier 1 CEX listing

- More Update Coming SOON.......

OUR MISSION

Bitfinance (BFTX) is a groundbreaking coin project that aims to revolutionize the world of

cryptocurrency by merging the power of memes and decentralized finance (DeFi). As a coin,

Bitfinance (BFTX) leverages the viral nature of internet to create a community-driven and

engaging ecosystem. The primary objective of Bitfinance (BFTX) is to create a sustainable and

transparent economic model that benefits both holders and participants. Bitfinance (BFTX)



understands the importance of giving back to the community and making a positive

impact. The project actively engages in charitable initiatives, donating a percentage of its

revenue to causes chosen by the community. This philanthropic approach helps foster

goodwill and adds a meaningful dimension to the coin ecosystem. Bitfinance (BFTX) aims to

bridge the gap between the entertaining world of memes and the transformative potential of

blockchain technology. By creating an inclusive and meme-centric community, Bitfinance

(BFTX) intends to establish itself as a leading memecoin project, driving innovation and

sustainability within the crypto space. .


